Chantal Vanderhaeghen
ENTREPRENEUR, MINDFULLNESS TEACHER, PHILANTHROPIST, BUSINESS WOMAN, BEAUTY ADVOCATE

FULL PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHY
Chantal’s purpose is to guide women to be all they want to be, by creating balance in their lives
through reconnecting them to their hearts and true selves. She is an advocate of change in the
way we perceive beauty and ourselves, and a passionate philanthropist.
Through the successful management of her long term, international skin care business, Franc
Essential, and under the umbrella brand of Unfold Your Freedom, Chantal has worked with
thousands of women to uncover their true beauty and unfold their creativity, desires and joy.
Chantal works with women in a unique, whole person manner, to reconnect them to their original
selves in a new way. The process is particularly effective for people who are at an impasse in their
lives, who are ready for change, but do not yet know how to create it for themselves. Female
entrepreneurs are particularly attracted to Chantal’s work due to her expertise as a successful
business woman and her ability to access insights through her unfolding work to cut to the core of
an issue.
Chantal has developed these techniques through her own experiences and training as a
Psychoanalyst, Meditation, Tapping, Chakra and Reiki teacher and Aromatherapist.
Through Unfold Your Freedom, Chantal offers private consultations, online courses, small group
workshops and retreats, is an inspiring speaker and also publishes CDs.
From her years of forging a path for skin care
brand Franc Essential, Chantal has come to
realise that women can sometimes have a false
view of their own beauty. She has an inner desire
to confront the perceptions we have of beauty
and challenge them in a revolutionary way.
Franc Essential is more than 99% natural and
organic skin care line, it’s also a doorway for
Chantal to guide women to unfold their true
beauty, bask in their own perfect imperfections
and shine.

PRAISE
“One of the most incredible ladies that has crossed my path-Chantal Vanderhaeghen. And many others. As
a burns survivor I have seen her warmth and her dedication when helping others and it is truly inspiring...and
instrumental. An unforgettable soul when you meet her. I have experienced her products -Franc Essentials. I
have seen the difference in my skin. I thank this lady, not only because of her famous product but mainly
because she has a heart that truly shines for all burn survivors and so many others- we love you Chantal-Peter
Hughes Burn Foundation.”
Carol Mayer, Burns Survivor and Ambassador of Julian Burton Burns Trust
“I just wanted to reach out and say a massive thank you for the Reiki training recently. I have been wanting
to study energy healing for very many years but just hadn’t felt the time or teacher was quite right. I’m so glad
that I chose you as my mentor and teacher. The 2 days were not just a wonderful learning experience around
Reiki techniques, but what you offered was a very spiritual and truly nurturing experience…a whole person
experience! You created such a gorgeous and sacred space in your lovely home to just be, to learn, to
connect and feel nurtured…this is definitely a very unique and special approach to learning Reiki from what
is normally offered…like a mini spiritual retreat and training combined! I really believe we are meant to really
connect deeply to ourselves and to spirit when learning and practicing such techniques…you really helped
me to do that. I left feeling more connected to my intuition and really peaceful too! You were worth every
cent…I’m so looking forward to the next one!”
Michelle Tims, Nutritionist and Raw Food Advocate
“I recently had the very great honour of receiving a card reading from Chantal. I’ve been struggling with how
to put the experience down in mere words. The accuracy and connection was uncanny. During the reading,
with Chantal's guidance I was able to tap into a previously blocked power within me and since then all
aspects of my life I have experienced a rapid upward change for the better. Chantal has a true gift and an
ability to tap into your true potential and to assist you to harness that power. We were both left with goose
bumps after my reading. I am still so excited to know my future is going to be amazing. Thank you, Chantal.”
Dee ONeill, Hospital Manager
The weekend spent with Chantal for my reiki one was a weekend spent full of nurture, heart , understanding
and opening . It was enlightening and enriching. A weekend that opens the door for a lifetime. Opening
matters of the heart and soul that have always been there but with a bit of encouragement and education
could blossom and have blossomed.”
Fabienne Vanderhaeghen, International Model
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